
FOOTFALL COUNTING AND CHARGES 

 

IPSOS 

Observational work in the High Street using a Field Team. 

 The Field Team will have a digital map of the High Street and will follow 

where people go using a Digital Pen to track people’s movements.  The 

Team will follow a person throughout their journey and capture other 

insights e.g. demographics – male/female, rough age, if carrying shopping 

bags etc.  

 Signage will be put up to advise that observational work is being carried 

out. 

 The Team are very discreet and in general, people don’t know that they are 

being followed. 

 The observation will initially be for a period of 1 to 2 weeks.  The longer the 

period, the more observations they make, 

 The data is produced by an analytics team and can be provided to us daily, 

monthly or quarterly.  They look for profiles, patterns and trends. 

 They can observe on a frequent basis i.e. a 2 week project which will involve 

5 to 7 day observations every quarter to take into account seasonality.  The 

calculations will be made on how many observations they have carried out. 

 

 The cost for a one-off project is between £7,000 to £15,000 for a 1 

to 2 week project.  It varies depending on the deliverables and how 

many Field Team they have to train.  It depends on what we want 

to achieve and for what purpose.  

 

PROS - Having a Field Team walking around, they could monitor Sayers 

Lane, whereas with sensors and cameras this would not be possible. 

 

CONS is that people may feel uncomfortable being followed around the 

town.  We would not receive data every day. 

 

Automatic counting. 

 Sensors would need to be installed around the town. 

 We would need to consider power and connection, whether they are hard 

wired in or would need a network cable for either Wi-Fi or 3G/4G SIM card 

or modem.  This could be complicated. 

 Sensors would be mounted on lampposts so we would need permission from 

KCC. 

 The benefits outweigh the barriers as far as data is concerned, as the 

sensors are monitoring every hour of every day.   

 Sensors would need to be installed on both sides of the roads to count 

pavements. 



 These would cover both the north and south entrances and exits of the High 

Street. 

 These could also be installed in the car parks. 

 The cost is £2,000 to £3,000 per sensor per year.  

 

PROS - We would have data throughout the day and have a reporting 

platform through an app. 

 

CONS - The possible complications of acquiring power and connections to 

the sensors and having to close the pavements while this electrical work is 

undertaken. Obtaining permission from KCC. Sayers Lane would not be 

monitored. 

 

GEO-SENSE 

 GEO-Sense counts unique visitors rather than the conventional beam and 

camera platforms which are incapable of identifying unique pedestrians 
and as a result will multi count, artificially increasing visitor numbers. 

GEO-Sense has a 360° field of view opposed to the normal 120° of 
cameras or fixed location of beam counters. 

 
 Privacy is a major consideration of this system. Even before GDPR 

became law in May 2018, GEO-Sense was designed to follow all the 

guidelines set out by the ICO for Wi-Fi based location analytics from its 
original concept in 2016. As such GEO-Sense is 100% GDPR compliant 

and fully anonymises any data collected. 
 

 It differentiates between new and repeat visitors, giving a unique insight 

not only on visitor Footfall but also invaluable information on visitor dwell 
times and how often they visit 24/7. 

 
 It tracks all Wi-Fi enabled devices, anonymises the data and 

delivers analytics in real time, any time. All of which can be viewed and 

downloaded. 
 

 It associates the unique ID provided by Wi-Fi enabled devices to 
individuals, this unique approach to footfall allows them to provide a 
wealth of reports providing the type of information that we require. 

 
 They use dedicated sensors that do not require visitors to make any Wi-Fi 

connection. It simply listens with no interaction required. It is 100% 
mobile compliant meaning not only would we have access to all the 
footfall data we need while in the office but we can also take it on the 

move and access all the reports on a mobile or tablet. 
 

 Their cloud-based portal known as Intelli-Sense provides access to 
GEO-Sense. Reports are all available on screen and downloadable as CSV 
files as well as automated PDF reports sent direct to a designated inbox. 

 



 The cost which includes equipment connected to existing CCTV, 
Lamppost columns or buildings is £2,000.00 per sensor plus 

licence, maintenance and support £75.00 per sensor per month. 
Installation costs are £1,800.00 per day (4/5 can be installed in a 

day depending on access) and Project Management - £500.00.  All 
pricing is subject to a 3-year minimum Licence & Support 
agreement, VAT, availability, installation survey, power will be 

paid for by the council (approximately £14.00 per annum per 
install location) and is subject to installation 

permissions. 

PROS - We would have data throughout the day and have a reporting 

platform through an app. 

 

CONS - The possible complications of acquiring power and connections to 

the sensors and having to close the pavements while this electrical work is 

undertaken. Obtaining permission from KCC. Sayers Lane would not be 

monitored. 

 

SPRINGBOARD 

 Springboard’s Wi-Fi tracing technology maps customer journeys through 

destinations or stores, through a network of accurately placed nodes. 

 

 Wi-Fi tracking operates passively to sniff out digital devices without the 

need for users to log on to a Wi-Fi network.  Each time a device passes a 

node, it is identified anonymously and its position is recorded. 

 Wi-Fi tracks customer movement continuously, delivering full journey 

analysis and dwell time.  A full suite of analytics and insights is provided 

including heatmapping. This offers the most comprehensive understanding 

of customer activity. 

 

 Springboard uses a series of fixed counters which identify moving objects 

and alerts a central CCTV security camera.  The central camera then auto-

tracks the object and records movement.  It makes the most of autonomous 

operation and custom zoom ratios for footfall.  

 

 Springboard’s demographics and sentiment analytics establishes the profile 

of visitors to a store or destination, identifying visitors’ age, gender and 

sentiment. 

 

 There is no storage of images and the facial vectors gathered cannot be 

reproduced.  

 

 Their cameras physically count ‘people’ and are known in the industry as 

having the most accurate method and the best technology. 

 



 The cost depends on the amount of cameras we require and the 

how big an area that we need monitoring but ball park costs are 

estimated to be between £3000 to £5000 per device, per annum. 

 

PROS - We would have data throughout the day and have a reporting 

platform through an app. 

 

CONS - The possible complications of acquiring power and connections to 

the sensors and having to close the pavements while this electrical work is 

undertaken. Obtaining permission from KCC. Sayers Lane would not be 

monitored. 

 


